
The IEEE IAS/PELS/IES German Chapter met on 11th and 12th
November 2004 in Hamburg. Hosts of the meeting were the
Hamburg University of Applied Sciences (HAW) and the German
Electron Synchrotron (DESY).

Three technical lectures opened the first day at DESY. Mr. Ingo
Ruesch, IEEE Region 8 Standards Coordinator, began with a pres-
entation concerning “IEEE Standards Association - Standards is a
global business for the IEEE”. He emphasized the importance of
standards in worldwide trade.

In the second lecture Mr. Hans-Joerg Eckoldt, DESY area man-
ager of magnet power supplies, gave an overview about the power
supply units for the new X-ray free electron laser (XFEL – Fig. 1).
Within the third lecture research activities and future possibilities
with XFEL were reported by Dr. Schreckenberg from the viewpoint
of a physicist. With the realization of XFEL it would be possible to
study chemical processes in three dimensions. Subsequent to the
lectures a guided tour to the research laboratories of DESY was
offered.

In the evening all participants enjoyed a dinner at DESY’s own
restaurant. During this evening Dr. Peter Magyar, chapter chairman,
received a cheque (Fig. 2) by the organizing committee of the
PESC04, represented by Prof. Rik de Doncker (University Aachen),
Prof. Ralph Kennel (University Wuppertal, Prof. Heinz van der

Broeck (University of Applied Sciences Köln) and Prof. Hans
Kahlen (University Kaiserslautern). The Joint IAS/PELS/IES German
Chapter had financially supported the organisation of PESC04.

The second day the participants followed the invitation of Prof.
Gustav Vaupel, Hamburg University of Applied Sciences (HAW).
Prof. Reinhard Voeller, Dean of the faculty of electrical engineering
and computer science (HAW), presented the university with a focus
on teaching and internationalization. Teaching methods and
research in the field of electrical drives and power electronics were
explained by Prof. Vaupel. The presentation about the research
project “High-Temperature superconductors in maritime applica-
tions” attracted much interest of the audience.

Former chapter chairman Dr. Peter Magyar presents the annual
report of the Joint IAS/PELS/IES German Chapter followed by the
elections of the chapter’s executive board for the term 2005-2006.
The new elected members are chairman Prof. Andreas Lindemann
(University Magdeburg), treasurer Dr. Mark Bakran (Siemens AG)
and secretary Prof. Kennel (University Wuppertal).

The last highlight of the meeting was a visit to the airplane man-
ufacturer Airbus Deutschland GmbH. Dr. Scherer, Engineering
Senior Site Representative, gave an introduction concerning the
outstanding technical innovations in the new aircraft A380. An
inside visit of the huge assembly halls gave an impression of high
tech manufacturing and the considerable dimensions of the future
generation of civil airplanes.

For further information about the IEEE IAS/PELS/IES German
Chapter please visit our homepage at http://www.ewh.ieee.org/r8/ger-
many/ias-pels.
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L to R: Dr Peter Magyar (past chapter chair), Prof. Dr. Rik De
Doncker (PEL’s president 2005, RWTH Aachen). Within the enve-
lope is a check to honor the involvement of the chapter in the
organization of the PESC’04 conference held in Aachen.




